The first general results of this kind were obtained for simple rings by Her stein [4] , who characterized the Lie ideals of K, the set of skew-symmetric elements, and then by Baxter [2] , who did the same for the Lie ideals of [K, K] , the derived ring of K. Their work has been extended in several ways. For prime rings, the Lie ideals of both K and [K, JKΓ] were studied by Erickson [3] , and an investigation of additive subgroups of K invariant under commutation with [K, K] in semi-prime rings was made in [7] . This was followed by a description of arbitrary additive subgroups invariant under commutation with [K f K] [9] , and of subgroups of K invariant under commutation with higher commutators of K [10] . Returning to simple rings, Herstein [5] showed that no noncentral proper subring could be invariant under commutation with K, except in certain small dimensional cases. This work was extended to semi-prime rings and commutation with [K, K] in [8] . Our purpose here is to complete this chain of results by describing the structure of additive subgroups and of subrings invariant under commutation with higher commutators of K.
Throughout the paper, R will denote a 2-torsion free ring with involution, *; S(R) = S = {r e jffjr* -r}, the symmetric elements of R; K(R) = K = {r e R\r* = -r}, the skew-symmetric elements of R; and Z{R) = Z, the center of R. The Lie product [A, B] of subsets A and B of R is the additive subgroup generated by all commutators [α, 6] = ab -ba for a 6 A and 6 6 B. A higher commutator of K is a Lie product of K with itself, some fixed number of times in a given association. For example,
The goal of the theorems mentioned above is to show that Lie invariant additive subgroups of K contain [K(J), K] for J a nonzero *-ideal of R, and that invariant subrings contain a nonzero *-ideal. Even for simple rings, one encounters two exceptions; when the invariant object is central, and when R is no more than sixteen dimensional over its center. These exceptions exist for R a prime ring also, and the second must include the possibility that R is an order in such a simple ring, in which case we say that R satisfies S 8 . As one would expect for semi-prime rings, one of the three possibilities should hold in each prime image. In fact, a stronger result can be proved. In [10] it is shown that an invariant subgroup of K contains [K(J), K], which is "very" noncommutative or R decomposes as a direct product of the two kinds of exceptions. To make these notions precise, we recall two definitions from [10] .
DEFINITION. Let R be a 2-torsion free semi-prime ring and set X = {P\P is a *-prime ideal of R with 2R <£ P). Let When A is an additive subgroup of K invariant under commutation with some higher commutator of K, then to say that there is a splitting of R for A is clearly the same as being able to "construct" R from the two kinds of exceptions discussed above. If no such splitting exists, one associates to A a *-ideal of R with the property described in our next definition.
DEFINITION. Let R be a 2-torsion free semi-prime ring, A a subset of R, and J a *-ideal of R. Next we make two easy observations to which we shall refer several times. Henceforth, we assume that for PeX, the involution on R/P is given by(r + P)* = r* + P. LEMMA 1. Let R be a semi-prime ring and A an additive subgroup of R satisfying [A, K (ί) 
Proof Clearly, it suffices to show that Proof If J qL P, J + P is a nonzero *-ideal of R/P with K {i) (J + P) = 0. It can be shown that this condition forces J + P to satisfy S 4 , although one can get directly that J + P satisfies S 8 by using Lemma 1, applying [10; Lemma 3] , and then applying [7; Lemma 2, p. 735] . It follows that R/P must satisfy S 8 since it has an ideal which does.
Before our first main result, which extends [9; Theorem 1, p. 77] to higher commutators, note that if V is any higher commutator of K, then VaK and [ V, K] c V. An essential ingredient in our arguments is [10; Theorem 1] applied to higher commutators of K, which we state as THEOREM 
A. Let R be a semi-prime ring and V a higher commutator of K. There exists an ideal I* = I of R which is a controlling ideal for V, and which satisfies VZD[K(I), K] and VZDI, where V is the subring generated by V.
With the preliminaries done, we can now prove our first main result, about invariant additive subgroups of S.
THEOREM 1. Let R be a semi-prime ring, A an additive subgroup of S, and V a higher commutator of K so that [A, V] c A. Then either there is a splitting of R for A, or there exists a *-ideal I of R controlling A with A z> [K(I), S(I)] = Y and Y (i) Φ 0 for any i.
Proof forces either R/P to satisfy S 8 or A + PaZ(R/P). Consequently, a splitting of J for B gives rise to a splitting of R for A. By Lemma 2, either ϋί/P satisfies S 8 or Id P. Assuming that R/P does not satisfy <S 8 , the *-primeness of P, together with the facts that J is a *-ideal of R, and T* = Γc J, gives ΓcPn/. li JςLP then PnJeX(J), so TcPnJ means that J/P Π J satisfies S 8 or 5 + (P n J) c ^(J/P Π J), since Γ is a controlling ideal for B. The first possibility is equivalent to the nonzero ideal J + P of i?/P satisfying S 8 , which would force R/P to satisfy S 8 . In the second case, (A Π J) + Pa Z{R/P) and our argument in the last paragraph shows that A + Pa Z(R/P) if R/P does not satisfy S 8 . The same argument shows that R/P must satisfy S 8 when JaP.
Next, assume that A z> Bz) [S(T), K(T)], for T an ideal of
By definition, / is a controlling ideal for A.
. We claim that this gives a splitting of R for A. Let PeX and note that Γ (ΐ) + PcP, Y (1) +PaK(R/P), and by Lemma 2 [Γ (1) +P, ίC (1) (i?/P)]c Γ (1) +P. From [10; Lemma 3] we have either Γ (1) + PaZ(R/P) or that R/P satisfies S 8 . In the first case, a result of Amitsur [1; Theorem 1, p. 63] shows that (I + P)/P satisfies a polynomial identity, and so, R/P satisfies the same identity. Of course, if laP we would be finished by our earlier arguments. Consequently, localizing R/P at its central symmetric elements gives a semi-simple finite dimensional algebra Q [6] .
Since in this localization, I + P becomes Q, S(I) + P localizes to S(Q), and K(I) + P localizes to K(Q), it follows that in Q, [[S, K], [S, K]] c Z(Q).
A consideration of the possible cases shows that Q is at most four dimensional over its center. Very briefly, if Q is not simple, or has an involution of the second kind, then Q l3) = 0, and otherwise one can split Q to obtain matrices over a field, where straightforward computations give the result. Consequently, R/P must satisfy S 8 (in fact, S A ) so Y {ί) = 0 forces a splitting of R for A, completing the proof of the theorem.
Combining Theorem 1 with [10; Theorem 4] gives the version of [9; Theorem 2, p. 82] for higher commutators of K. THEOREM 
Let R be a semi-prime ring, V a higher commutator of K, and A an additive subgroup of R satisfying [A, V]a A. Then one of the following holds: ( i ) 4D [K(I), K] = L for I* = I an ideal of R controlling AΠK, and L (i) Φ 0; (ii) Ai)[K(I), S(I)] =Y for I* -I an ideal of R controlling AΠS, and Y {i) Φ 0; (iii) there is a splitting of R for A f] S + A Π K. If in addition, A* -A, then (iii) can be replaced by: (iii)' there is a splitting of R for A.
In trying to improve Theorem 2 (iii) to (iii)', the same counterexample and considerations as in [9] show that some additional assumption is required. Before discussing the nature of the involution on R f we point out that if in Theorem 2 (iii), for each PeX with R/P not satisfying S 89 P is not a prime ideal of R, then in fact A + Pa Z(R/P). To prove this, note first that if P is not a prime ideal of R, then P -Q f] Q* for a Q prime ideal of R. Now Q + Q* is a nonzero ideal of i2/Q* and q + Q* -(q -q*) + Q*, so Q + Q* c K + Q*. If the higher commutator V in Theorem 2 contains
is a Lie ideal in R/Q*, it follows that either A + Q*aZ(R/Q*), or Q
(ί) + Q*c^(i2/Q*), unless Λ/Q* satisfies S 4 [11; Lemma 8, p. 120] . The possibility Q {i) + Q* c Z(R/Q*) and repeated use of [11; Lemma 7, p. 120] force Q + Q* c Z(R/Q*), which in turn means that R/Q* is commutative. Repeating the whole argument with Q and Q* interchanged shows that A + Pa Z(R/P) unless R/P satisfies S 4 . We isolate one special case of Theorem 2 to which our observation applies.
COROLLARY. // in Theorem 2, R is a ""-prime ring which is not prime, then ApiS + AΓ\KczZ forces Ac Z unless R satisfies S 8 .
As in [9] , the obstruction to showing that a splitting of R for A Π S + A Π K forces a splitting of R for A occurs in prime rings whose extended centroid has an induced involution of the second kind [13; Theorem 4.1, p. 511] . When this involution is of the first kind, we can prove the result corresponding to [9; Theorem 7, p. 93] for higher commutators. Proof, Let / be the controlling ideal for V given by Theorem A. Then /is a prime ring and K a) (I) c Vimplies that [An/, K w (I)]a AΠ/. We wish to apply [9; Theorem 7, p. 93 ] to / and An/, but first we must verify that the involution on C I9 the extended centroid of /, is the identity map. This follows from work of Martindale since the extended centroid is the center of a certain quotient ring and these quotient rings coincide for R and for / [12; Theorem 1, p. 440] . A proof of this result, using the definitions in Using the same ideas as above, we can obtain the higher commutator version of [8; Theorem 3, p. 92] for invariant subrings. Note that for subrings, the nature of the involution is immaterial. , so [8; Theorem 3, p. 92] applies to the subring B of / to yield a splitting of / for B, or that BDΓ = T, a noncommutative ideal of /. We observe that the proof of [8; Theorem 3, p. 92] actually shows that T is a controlling ideal for B, since T can be chosen to be a controlling ideal for B f] K by [10; Theorem 1] , which is all that is necessary. If BZDT holds, then AZDBZDITI = M. The fact that M is a controlling ideal for A follows exactly as in the proof of Theorem 1. Should M be commutative, the semi-primeness of R would force MaZ(R).
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